Abstract Wh-island effects are notorious for their cross-linguistic variation. However, experimental syntax studies observed super-additive wh-island effects in some languages which were previously argued to be immune to them. In four acceptability judgment experiments, we investigate the origin of super-additivity in acceptable wh-islands, so-called "subliminal island effects," focusing on Hebrew. Our first experiment reveals a super-additive wh-island effect in Hebrew. However, we suggest that the super-additivity measure for wh-islands is contaminated by processing factors. Specifically, we propose that in this case, the decrease in acceptability reflects interference caused by the simultaneous maintenance of two dependencies, rather than grammatical islandhood. The following experiments demonstrate that superadditivity can be observed in binding structures, where it cannot be attributed to a violation of a grammatical constraint, but rather to processing costs related to interference for maintenance processes. We also show that when minimizing these costs, super-additivity does not emerge in Hebrew wh-islands. We conclude that processing costs underlie the apparent wh-island effect in Hebrew, and perhaps in additional languages, and that the super-additivity paradigm should be fine-tuned in order to avoid these confounds.
Introduction
Natural languages involve complex syntactic dependencies, whereby nonadjacent items need to be integrated syntactically and semantically. Among these, filler-gap dependencies (also referred to as extraction or wh-movement structures) have attracted much attention. These dependencies exhibit an intriguing pattern of distribution. Although they can span multiple clauses, they cannot cross certain structural boundaries, which Ross (1967) termed "islands." Island phenomena have inspired much research in the syntactic literature, aiming to identify the possible universal principles which underlie their ungrammaticality (e.g. Chomsky 1973 Chomsky , 1986 Huang 1982; Rizzi 1990 ). However, they have not received a stable analysis, due to the diversity of island structures (which include NP-modifying clauses, adjunct phrases, coordinate structures and more), as well as considerable cross-linguistic inconsistencies.
Within this line of research, a new experimental method, employing a superadditivity design (Sprouse et al. 2012, see below) , was suggested as an empirical test of islandhood. Studies based on this paradigm revealed some surprising effects. In particular, wh-island effects were observed in languages previously argued to be immune to them, namely languages in which the overall acceptability of the structure was relatively high. These effects were termed "subliminal island effects" (Almeida 2014) .
In this paper, we investigate these subliminal island effects in Hebrew, a language previously suggested to license wh-island structures. We argue that in the case of whislands, the super-additivity paradigm fails to control for processing costs associated with the interference taking place between the two dependencies. Thus, in these cases, super-additivity in its current form does not necessarily indicate islandhood. In four acceptability judgment experiments we show that when these processing costs are controlled for, subliminal island effects are eliminated for Hebrew wh-islands. We propose that when testing islands with two long-distance dependencies (wh-islands and possibly relative clause islands), additional experimental conditions are required to determine the grammatical status of the island.
The remainder of the introduction section is organized as follows. First, we introduce the characteristics of wh-islands. Then, we discuss the super-additivity paradigm and the interpretations suggested in the literature for subliminal island effects. We then present a processing-based approach for subliminal island effects, and the rationale for the current study.
Wh-islands
"Wh-islands" are formed by fronting a wh-phrase over a spec, CP occupied by another wh-phrase, as exemplified in (1). In English and other languages, these structures are generally considered ungrammatical (Chomsky 1977) . However, this island is notorious for its cross-linguistic variation (see e.g. Reinhart 1981; Rizzi 1982; Sportiche 1981; Torrego 1984) . Similar structures were argued to be acceptable in other languages, e.g. Hebrew (2) and Italian (1).
(1) *Which book did John wonder [to whom the teacher gave __ __]? ' The only charge that you didn't know to whom they would entrust has been entrusted exactly to you.' (Rizzi 1982) This cross-linguistic difference was attributed by several authors to grammatical or structural differences between the relevant languages. 1 Rizzi (1982) suggested that the grammaticality of Italian wh-island structures reflects a Subjacency parameter regarding the relevant bounding node for this constraint, which varies between IP (in English) and CP (in Italian). To maintain the notion of cyclic movement, Reinhart (1981) proposed that in Hebrew a second spec,CP position is available which allows extraction out of the island structure. Reinhart also noted that multiple extractions in Hebrew wh-islands must be nested. The interaction between two chains involved in a wh-island is constrained such that a subject phrase may not be fronted across an internal argument, and has to stay within the embedded CP (compare (4) with (2) In the following years, several proposals were made within the Minimalist Program to account for the cross-linguistic variability of wh-islands as well as for the subject-object asymmetry noted above. Sabel (2002) argued that the latter can be subsumed under the minimal link condition (Chomsky 1995) and suggested that the cross-linguistic variation of wh-islands can be accounted for by assuming that C may project multiple specifiers. Preminger (2010) proposed an analysis of Hebrew wh-islands which includes only one spec, CP. He suggests that the left periphery is equipped with another projection which serves as an escape hatch. This proposal was also adopted by Sichel (2018) for acceptable cases of extraction from RCs, which were previously suggested as counterexamples for syntactic accounts of islands.
Experimental syntax and the super-additivity paradigm
Recent years have seen developments in the methodological toolkit in linguistics. Novel experimental syntax approaches supplement informal judgments which are commonly used in the syntactic literature. Although many introspective judgments of well-formedness were replicated (Sprouse et al. 2013) , controlled data collection and quantitative analyses were suggested to overcome potential reliability problems (Ferreira 2005; Gibson and Fedorenko 2013; Wasow and Arnold 2005) . Thus, acceptability experiments may strengthen the empirical foundation of the relevant theories and allow for new fine-grained observations (e.g. Keller 2000; Featherston 2005 ).
Within this framework, a new method for testing island effects was presented in a number of studies by Sprouse and his colleagues (Sprouse et al. 2016 (Sprouse et al. , 2011 (Sprouse et al. , 2012 . This experimental paradigm is based on observing a super-additive interaction in a factorial design. The logic of this measure is as follows. The decreased acceptability of island structures may result not from a sole, grammatical factor (namely, their "island" status) but rather from a combination of processing costs. These may include the depth and length of the dependency. Namely, a gap in a late embedded clause could be more difficult to process and/or be perceived as less natural relative to one in an early matrix position. A further decrease in acceptability might be related to the complexity of the embedded structure. The syntactic structure which constitutes a barrier for extraction might be considered as more taxing in terms of processing, and so less acceptable, than other phrases (e.g. a clause beginning with a wh-phrase may be more difficult to process or less natural than a clause beginning with the complementizer 'that').
Given that multiple factors conspire to make islands more difficult and less natural (relative to simple sentences), testing islands' acceptability relatively to only one baseline condition might be problematic. Sprouse and his colleagues suggest an experimental design which aims to isolate the reduction in acceptability induced by the island effect itself, over and above the reduction predicted by the length and complexity of the structure. In this design, the length of the dependency and its complexity are crossed to create four conditions. The "island" condition is the sentence which includes a long, complex dependency. A disproportionate decrease in ratings for the island structure would suggest that the acceptability of this structure is affected not only by the processing factors of length and complexity, but by an additional aspect, namely a violation of some (grammatical or extra-grammatical) island constraint. The sentences in (5) exemplify Sprouse et al.'s paradigm for wh-islands. The design manipulates the length of the dependency (a short dependency resolving at the matrix clause vs. a long one ending inside the embedded structure) and the complexity of the embedded clause, namely the occurrence of the island structure (an embedded that-clause vs. an embedded wh-question).
Super-additivity is statistically defined by the significance of the interaction between the two experimental factors, namely length and complexity. In addition, the difference in differences (DD) score assesses the effect size of the super-additivity. In the sentence set in (5), the length effect is reflected by the difference between a matrix (5a) and an embedded resolution (5b). If there is a super-additive effect the difference between the wh-clause conditions (5c) and (5d) would be greater, although seemingly they too are only distinguished by length. The DD score is thus calculated by subtracting the difference between two conditions-which diverge only in one factor-from the difference between the two other conditions, namely DD = [(5d)-(5c)]-[(5b)-(5a)]. The DD can alternatively be thought of in terms of an enhanced structural complexity (rather than length). In (5), structural complexity is captured by the difference between an embedded that-clause (5a) and an embedded wh-clause (5c). Super-additivity is expected to result in a larger corresponding effect between the two structures in (5b) and (5d). This is captured by the calculation DD = [(5d)-(5b)]-[(5c)-(5a)], which is mathematically equivalent to the previous expression.
Given this definition of the DD score, a positive number indicates that the effect of one factor (i.e. length or complexity) is increased by manipulating the other (i.e. in wh-clauses or in the embedded resolution conditions, respectively). The magnitude of the number indicates the size of this effect in the unit of measure of the ratings. 
Acceptability, grammaticality, and subliminal island effects
Experiments utilizing the super-additivity design revealed some surprising results, departing from the classical observations regarding island effects. For example, some effects, e.g. the adjunct island in English relative clause dependencies, were shown to be less evident than previously thought (Sprouse et al. 2016) , exhibiting very low acceptability ratings, but no sign of a super-additive island effect (no decrease in acceptability beyond that predicted based on the length and complexity of the sentence structure). On the other hand, this methodology can also reveal island effects that were previously concealed. Especially intriguing in this context are super-additive wh-island effects, observed in some languages which were previously argued to be immune to this island, including Brazilian Portuguese (Almeida 2014) , Italian (Sprouse et al. 2016) , Norwegian (Kush et al. 2017) , and Swedish (Kush et al. 2015) . Interestingly, in some of these languages, the absolute ratings of the island structure were arguably in the grammatical range. These cases, where an island effect is manifested despite high ratings for the structure, were termed by Almeida (2014) "subliminal island effects." It is important to note though that the existence of wh-islands cannot be considered a universal pattern, as Slovenian does not exhibit super-additive effects for this structure (Stepanov et al. 2018) in line with observations in the syntactic literature (Golden 1995) . Table 1 illustrates the ratings and super-additivity measures of wh-islands in the abovementioned languages.
The results described above seem to suggest that the wh-island is grammatically dispreferred, but that this does not necessarily result in outright unacceptability. We are more familiar with acceptability-grammaticality contrasts in the other direction, namely sentences which do not exhibit any structural violation, but are perceived as unacceptable (most notably center-embedding sentences). But what does it mean for a structure to be ungrammatical and acceptable at the same time?
In order to answer this question, Almeida (2014) suggests that we should revisit the relation between grammaticality and acceptability, defined by him as in (6). (6) Acceptability: the percept that a native speaker can form when she hears or reads an utterance. Grammaticality: a theoretical claim that (i) there is a formal object (a grammar) that can generate the specific utterance with its intended meaning and (ii) this formal object is somehow part of or implemented in the mental makeup of a native speaker.
The grammaticality of a sentence is deduced by (either formal or informal) acceptability judgments. However, while acceptability judgments are clearly graded, the grammatical theory constructed by linguists is mostly of a binary nature (Keller 2000; Sorace and Keller 2005) : structures are divided into those generated by the grammar (i.e. grammatical) and those that are not (i.e. ungrammatical). Under this approach, if the grammar disqualifies a structure, unacceptability is manifested. The observed acceptability gradience of grammatical structures is assumed to represent extra-grammatical factors like probability, processing costs and discourse effects. Almeida (2014) suggests that since there is no solid theory of acceptability judgments, the assumption that the grammar is binary is only a practical heuristic. He claims that this assumption came to be as common as it is because of its usefulness (i.e. it facilitates the progress of the syntactic research). If we accept that the grammar is not binary, this means that it does not obtain a "veto" power over acceptability, making it conceivable that a reduction in grammaticality does not necessarily entail unacceptability. An island constraint, for example, would reduce the acceptability of a structure, along with other (e.g. processing-related) factors, in a graded fashion. This reduction may or may not result in outright unacceptability, for a given language, depending on the overall reduction induced by the different factors. According to Almeida, when the reduction does not suffice for unacceptability, we can observe subliminal island effects, like those observed in Brazilian Portuguese, Norwegian, and Swedish.
It should be mentioned that Kush et al. (2017) suggest that the intermediate status of these islands, at least in Mainland Scandinavian languages, might actually reflect an artefact of the analysis, which aggregates over individual speakers. They argue that this pattern does not originate from a consistent intermediate rating, but from significant inter-individual variation in the sensitivity to wh-island effects. In addition, Kush and his colleagues claim that the origin of the wh-island effect, in these languages, is related to scope intervention. Moreover, they suggest that the illusiveness of this island effect results from a variation in the analysis the phrase 'whether' (om, in Norwegian) is given (i.e. as an operator or a non-operator). This account does not assume an underlying uniformity in the syntactic islandhood of these structures, and does not require revisiting the relation between grammaticality and acceptability.
The current study
In the present study, we aimed to test an alternative, processing-based account of subliminal wh-island effects. Specifically, we set out to investigate the possibility that the super-additivity detected in wh-island structures in the languages where these structures are judged as relatively acceptable might not reflect islandhood per se, but rather additional processing costs not controlled for in Sprouse's original factorial design.
Sprouse's factorial breakdown of wh-islands (as exemplified in (5) above) allows us to determine the independent effects of the length of the dependency and the presence of an embedded question in the sentence. However, additional processing costs may be at play in this particular island. From a psycholinguistic point of view, the processing cost associated with filler-gap dependencies can be attributed both to active maintenance of some features of the filler and to the retrieval of others at the gap site (Gibson 1998; Phillips et al. 2005; Wagers and Phillips 2014) . As the dependency extends, both processes might be vulnerable to decay, but also to interference (Lewis et al. 2006) . While simple decay is fully reflected by the manipulation of the dependency's length, for interference this might not be the case. Interference does not depend merely on linear distance, but also on the existence of intervening elements, their prominence (i.e. their activation levels) and their similarity to the target constituent (e.g. Gordon et al. 2001; Lewis et al. 2006; van Dyke and Lewis 2003; van Dyke and McElree 2006) .
In wh-island structures, the embedded wh-question (the island boundary) introduces a second filler. This filler presumably is (at least partially) actively maintained in working memory (as suggested by Frazier 1987; Wanner and Maratsos 1978 , and observed by e.g. Phillips et al. 2005; Stepanov and Stateva 2015; Wagers and Phillips 2014) . In addition, in many cases, the two dependencies are resolved in adjacent positions, requiring simultaneous retrieval of both fillers. Therefore, the second filler might constitute a prominent distractor and interfere with the processing of the first dependency. This would result in higher processing costs (a) for maintaining the first filler throughout the embedded clause, and/or (b) for retrieving and integrating it at the gap site. Note, that these costs are not part of the island constraint per se. These processing factors may affect acceptability, but they are distinct from the grammatical constraints of the structure, which in wh-islands forbid the dependency from spanning a clause with another displaced wh-phrase.
The experiments in the current study were conducted to test the possibility that subliminal wh-island effects reflect processing costs associated with interference for the maintenance of the filler. The first two experiments use Sprouse and colleagues' design to test whether Hebrew, considered to lack wh-islands (Preminger 2010; Reinhart 1981) , exhibits super-additivity in wh-island structures. Having found such a subliminal wh-island effects in Hebrew, Experiment 3 applies the super-additivity paradigm to a different type of syntactic dependency, binding relations. These longdistance dependencies are not constrained by islands, but are affected by similar processing factors. Therefore, Experiment 3 investigates the contribution of interference to super-additivity measures in the absence of a grammatical constraint. Finally, Experiment 4 aims to minimize processing costs, testing whether under these circumstances the super-additive effect in Hebrew wh-islands will in fact be eliminated, as predicted by a processing account of super-additive effects in acceptable wh-islands.
Experiments 1 and 2: Gaps and resumptive pronouns in wh-islands
The stimuli of Experiments 1-2 were built to comply with the wh-island structures previously experimentally tested in English and in Italian (as exemplified in (5) above, see Sprouse et al. 2016) . In all sentences, the dependency formed a relative clause (RC). This was done to create the "best case scenario" for the whisland structure, under the assumption that a filler which is a referential DP, facilitates extraction (Chung 1994; Kluender 1998 ). In addition, in these experiments and all other experiments reported in this paper, the embedded wh-question involved an adjunct dependency, using several (evenly distributed) wh-phrases which are the Hebrew counterparts of when, where, why, and how (matay, eyfo, lama, and eix) . This created differentiation between the two fillers (Atkinson et al. 2015; Villata et al. 2016) , while instantiating the preferred order in terms of the adjunctargument asymmetry in extraction from wh-islands (Rizzi 2004; Sabel 2002) .
The matrix resolution was always realized with a gap, as Hebrew resumptive pronouns (RPs) are restricted from occupying the highest subject position (Sells 1984; Shlonsky 1992 ). However, the two experiments differed with regard to the realization of the embedded relativized position (embedded direct object), with either a gap or an RP at the tail of the RC dependency. In Hebrew, both RPs and gaps are grammatical in direct object position. However, while RPs were found to improve the acceptability of island structures (Farby et al. 2010; Keshev and Meltzer-Asscher 2017) , gaps receive higher ratings than the optional RPs in non-island sentences (Farby et al. 2010; Meltzer-Asscher et al. 2015) . We did not want to postulate whether Hebrew whislands behave on a par with other island dependencies (and are thus improved by an RP) or resemble non-island dependencies (with gaps as a preferable resolution). Therefore, we manipulated this factor between the experiments.
Methods

Participants
Sixty-five self-reported native Hebrew speakers participated in the two experiments (33 participants in Experiment 1, and 32 different participants in Experiment 2). Their mean age was 26.85 (range: 18-55) . Fifteen of the participants were bilingual speakers of Hebrew and either English, Russian, Arabic or Italian, and the rest were monolingual Hebrew speakers. Questionnaires were distributed via social networks, enabling collection of data from 44 participants who volunteered for the study. Additional participants were recruited from the Tel-Aviv University community, receiving either course credit or a nominal payment for their participation.
Materials
Materials in each experiment included 24 sets of four sentences, manipulating the position of the dependency's tail (a short dependency resolving at the matrix clause vs. a long one resolving in the embedded clause) and occurrence of the island structure (embedded that-clause vs. embedded wh-question). Materials were constructed such that other, anaphoric long-distance dependencies would not interfere. Thus, all arguments were lexical NPs, rather than pronouns (other than RPs in the relevant conditions), rendering the sentences rather complicated. The structure of the experimental conditions is given in (7), and an example of an experimental set is given in Table 2 . 2 The gap version of each set appeared in Experiment 1, and the RP version in Experiment 2. Note that the island structure is instantiated in condition (7d), namely where the relativized position is embedded within a wh-question. (7) The experimental items in each experiment were divided into four lists in a Latin square design. Each list included, in addition, 36 filler items. Twelve filler items were ungrammatical (including missing gap sites in embedded questions and superiority violations), 4 12 were grammatical, and 12 were of intermediate acceptability, using 2 The full materials for all the experiments reported in this paper are available upon request from the corresponding author. 3 Hebrew does not manifest a that-trace effect, and thus licenses the structures in (7a) and (7c). RPs in Hebrew RCs are formally obligatory in indirect object position (Sells 1984) . However, these RPcontaining PPs are often omitted in colloquial Hebrew, as in (ii) from our fillers, and in (iii), a transcription of a real life example.
Procedure
The questionnaire was built using the Qualtrics survey software. Participants were instructed to rate the acceptability of the sentences on a 7-point scale, with 1 indicating that the sentence is not natural at all and 7 indicating a very natural sentence. The order of the items was randomly determined for each subject.
Data analysis
Following Sprouse et al. (2012) , the super-additivity was evaluated using both the interaction's statistical significance and DD scores. Statistical analyses were carried out on z-transformed data, 6 in the R environment (R Development Core Team 2015), using the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2014) . A linear mixed-effects model was fitted for each experiment independently, with embedded clause type, dependency length and their interaction as fixed effect predictors. Following Barr et al. (2013) , a maximal random effect structure was constructed, namely, in addition to random subject and item intercepts, we included random by-participant and by-item slopes for each of the fixed effects as well as their interaction. Degrees of freedom, t-statistics and p-values were calculated based on Satterthwaite's or Kenward-Roger's approximations, as implemented in the lmerTest package. In addition, to evaluate differences between the two island versions, another model including data from both experiments was fitted, incorporating also tail type and interactions including it as fixed effect predictors.
Results
Ratings were z-transformed by converting each participant's ratings to a standardized scale. The average transformed rating of grammatical filler items was 1.04 (SD = 0.84), fillers of intermediate acceptability were rated with a mean of −0.35 (SD = 0.81), and ungrammatical ones obtained a mean of −0.95 (SD = 0.55). Z-scores of the different experimental conditions in the two experiments are available in Table 3 (raw ratings, on a scale of 1-7, are available in the Appendix). Note. The wh-island conditions are shaded in grey.
The mixed-effects analysis revealed a main effect of dependency length, such that sentences with matrix dependency resolution were rated higher than those with embedded resolution, both in Experiment 1 (Estimate = −0.5, SE = 0.06, t = −7.73, p < .001) and in Experiment 2 (Estimate = −0.59, SE = 0.07, t = −8.01, p < .001). A main effect for embedded clause type reflecting an acceptability preference for embedded that-clauses over embedded questions was significant in Experiment 1 (Estimate = −0.4, SE = 0.1, t = −3.84, p < .001), but did not reach significance in Experiment 2 (Estimate = −0.09, SE = 0.06, t = −1.45, p = .16).
With regards to super-additivity measures, our data revealed DD scores of 0.46 in the gap experiment and 0.14 in the RP experiment. A significant interaction between dependency length and embedded structure was observed in the gap experiment (Estimate = −0.46, SE = 0.11, t = −3.95, p < .001). No significant interaction was found in the RP version (Estimate = −0.14, SE = 0.09, t = −1.49, p = .14). These results are plotted in Fig. 1A , B.
To further investigate the differences between the gap and RP versions of the whisland, we conducted another analysis including data from both experiments in one model. The model included dependency length, embedded clause type, and tail type (gap vs. RP), and their interactions, as fixed effect predictors, along with subject and item random intercepts and slopes (of all fixed effects and their interactions). This analysis revealed a main effect for dependency length, such that sentences with matrix gaps were rated higher than the those with embedded dependency resolution (Estimate = −0.55, SE = 0.06, t = −9.72, p < .001). A main effect for embedded clause type was also observed, such that embedded that-clauses were judged as more acceptable than embedded wh-questions (Estimate = −0.12, SE = 0.05, t = −2.3, p = .03). The interaction of embedded clause type and dependency length was likewise significant (Estimate = −0.3, SE = 0.07, t = −4.04, p < .001). Effects related to the tail type difference between Experiments 1 and 2 were non-significant, but the three-way interaction of tail type, embedded clause and dependency length was marginal (Estimate = 0.32, SE = 0.16, t = 2.02, p = .055).
To investigate the source of the different interaction pattern in the RP and gap versions of the experiment we conducted two pairwise comparisons targeting the difference between the RP and gap versions in the embedded resolution conditions. This yielded a significant difference in the Embedded resolution | That-clause condition (7b above) (Estimate = 0.21, SE = 0.09, t = 2.4, p = .02), reflecting higher ratings for the gap version compared to the RP version. However, in the Embedded resolution | Wh-question condition, namely in the wh-island condition, the contrast between the two tail types was far from significance (Estimate = −0.02, SE = 0.09, t = −0.19, p = .85). 7
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 reveal several previously unobserved patterns regarding Hebrew wh-islands. In contrast to Reinhart's (1981) influential observation, a wh-island effect in Hebrew was found, indicated by the significant super-additive interaction between dependency length and embedded clause type. In addition, the DD score observed in this experiment is similar to that previously reported for English islands of the same structure (0.4, Sprouse et al. 2016) . Thus, using experimental data and the factorial definition of islands, cross-linguistic similarities in super-additive island effects are revealed here, as suggested by Almeida (2014) and others.
However, some differences between languages can also be found when closely examining the data. In Hebrew, the acceptability rating of the island structure itself is not as low as would be expected from fully ungrammatical sentences (with a zscore of −0.29 in the gap version). This rating contrasts with the ratings in some of the other languages which exhibit the wh-island effect, which show a larger drop in acceptability for this structure (English: −0.79, Sprouse et al. 2016 . For further comparisons see Table 1 ). Since comparing ratings (even standardized) between different experiments might not be very informative, it is important also to consider the relative acceptability within the current study. The acceptability of the Hebrew wh-island contrasts with the acceptability ratings of the ungrammatical fillers in our experiment (−0.95), which included RCs with no available gap/RP position and superiority violations. In contrast, the ratings of the critical condition aligned with those of the intermediate-acceptability filler items (−0.35), which were comprised of structural violations that occur in colloquial speech in Hebrew. Specifically, our intermediateacceptability filler items included cases of intrusive (prepositional) RPs in d-linked wh-questions and sentences with omission of prescriptively obligatory prepositional RPs in RCs. This pattern indicates marginal acceptability of the structure.
A different possibility is that this apparent marginal acceptability derives from substantial inter-participant variation (as suggested by Kush et al. 2017 , for Norwegian), with some speakers for whom the structure is acceptable, and others who find the wh-island unacceptable. Inter-participant variability of this type would be exhibited in a bimodal distribution of acceptability ratings for the island structure, namely the Embedded resolution | Wh-question condition of Experiment 1. However, the ratings in this condition do not seem to exhibit a stronger bimodal tendency relative to the other (undoubtedly grammatical) conditions (Fig. 2) .
Resumptive pronouns and gaps
As mentioned before, the acceptability of RPs is known to interact with islandhood in Hebrew. It was previously suggested that RPs are judged as better than gaps only inside (certain) islands (Farby et al. 2010; Keshev and Meltzer-Asscher 2017) , whereas outside islands, gaps are considered more acceptable (Farby et al. 2010; Meltzer-Asscher et al. 2015) . Based on these observations, and assuming that whisland structures do not in fact form islands in Hebrew (Reinhart 1981) , we would predict that RPs (Experiment 2) would decrease their acceptability (in line with other non-island structures). When considering the difference in DD scores of the RP and gap experiments, at first glance it might seem that RPs ameliorate the unacceptability of the wh-island. The DD score in the RP version of the experiment is smaller than that in the gap version, suggesting a smaller super-additive effect, supposedly as predicted if these structures are considered islands for Hebrew speakers.
We suggest, however, that the decreased DD score in the RP version is not likely to reflect amelioration of the island conditions, as ratings of wh-island structures with RPs and gaps (as in (6d)) did not differ (with z-score ratings of −0.27 and −0.29, correspondingly). It is more likely that the decrease in the DD score is caused by reduced acceptability of the embedded RP in the non-island condition, based on the significant difference we observed between the Embedded resolution | That-clause condition of the two versions. 8 This comparison of the declarative conditions replicates previous findings regarding the reduced acceptability of RPs in non-island positions.
As to the wh-island, RPs seem to have neither improved nor reduced the structure's acceptability in our data, exemplifying that Hebrew wh-islands do not align with either non-island dependencies (where RPs are detrimental) nor with islands (where RPs increase acceptability). There are several possible accounts for this observation. It could be that the island indeed has intermediate grammaticality, along the lines of Almeida's (2014) view of graded ungrammaticality, described in the introduction. A different possibility is that this pattern might derive from averaging over different populations, with some speakers for whom RPs improve acceptability of wh-islands (aligning with other island structures), and others who find the island less acceptable with RPs (aligning with non-island positions). Inter-participant variability of this type would be exhibited in a bimodal distribution of acceptability ratings for the Embedded resolution | Wh-question conditions. Speakers who perceive this structure as an island would assign it low rating with a gap, and higher rating with an RP, and speakers who perceive it as a non-island would do the opposite. However, when examining the distribution of individual ratings by condition, no definite conclusion seems to arise. As mentioned earlier, ratings in the Embedded resolution | Wh-question condition do not seem to stand out in their distribution. Moreover, as explained above, if it is indeed the case that individual variation underlies the lack of difference between RP and gap versions of the island conditions, we would expect the pattern of ratings in one to be the mirror image of the other. Namely, a similar proportion of speakers for which the wh-island was ungrammatical in Experiment 1 should accept the RP version in Experiment 2, and vice versa. However, the ratings in the RP and gap wh-island conditions reveal virtually the same pattern, rather than a complementary distribution.
To conclude, Experiment 1 confirmed that a super-additive effect is found in Hebrew wh-islands, although this structure seems to be (at least intermediately) acceptable. In Experiments 3-4, we investigate to what extent this subliminal island effect can be attributed to processing costs related to the wh-island configuration. Specifically, these experiments were designed to test the possibility that this super-additivity can be attributed to interference effects on maintenance, in the presence of two fillers held in working memory.
Experiment 3: Super-additivity in cataphoric pronoun constructions
To test whether super-additive effects can be attributed to a rise in maintenance costs, Experiment 3 applied Sprouse's factorial design to dependencies that encompass similar processing costs but are not constrained by islands-cataphora dependencies, namely binding relations in which the pronoun appears before its antecedent, as exemplified in (8). These dependencies simulate some of the processing costs which are present in filler-gap dependencies, without involving a grammatical island constraint. This is as far as we know the first application of the super-additivity logic to pronominal binding.
Before John met her i , he always thought the actress i was much taller.
It was suggested that cataphoric dependencies exhibit an active interpretation strategy, which includes a search for the referent for the pronoun, in various languages (English: Kazanina et al. 2007 and van Gompel and Liversedge 2003; Italian: Fedele and Kaiser 2014; Russian: Kazanina and Phillips 2010; Japanese: Aoshima et al. 2009; Korean: Kwon and Sturt 2013) , much like the active search of the filler for a gap site in filler-gap dependencies (e.g. Lee 2004; Stowe 1986; Sussman and Sedivy 2003; Traxler and Pickering 1996) . Thus, cataphoric constructions should presumably manifest increased processing load associated with the maintenance of this open dependency (Filik and Sanford 2008; Matchin et al. 2014) . However, as the pronoun is associated with the antecedent via a binding relation, rather than extraction, the grammatical status of cataphora is not affected by islands. In line with this, it was exhibited that during incremental processing of such structures, positions within islands are considered as possible resolution sites for the dependency in the active search for an antecedent (Yoshida et al. 2014 ). This contrasts with the strategy adopted in online construction of filler-gap dependencies (Stowe 1986; Traxler and Pickering 1996; Wagers and Phillips 2009 ).
In Experiment 3 we thus applied the super-additivity test to cataphora structures, which by hypothesis encompass maintenance costs but are not constrained by islands. To this end, materials were amended such that the first clause was a temporal adjunct clause (using prepositions such as while, before and after), and the second clause (which previously was an RC) was the matrix one. The adjunct clauses contained a pronoun in the same position in which a filler appeared in Experiments 1 and 2. This pronoun corresponded in number and gender to only one NP in the sentence, which was located in the position which contained a gap or an RP in the previous experiments.
If acceptability ratings in these structures are found to exhibit a pattern like the one found in Experiment 1, this means that the super-additive effect found in whislands may have reflected interference to maintenance, rather than ungrammaticality attributed to the wh-island.
Methods
Participants
Thirty-two monolingual native Hebrew speakers (according to self-reports), who did not take part in Experiments 1-2, volunteered for this experiment. Participants had a mean age of 23.84 (range: 18-39), and received nominal payment for their participation in the study.
Materials
Materials were based on those used in Experiments 1 and 2, with some amendments of tense (to allow for reasonable temporal relations between the main clause and the adjunct clause). 9 In addition, agreement marking on the NP was modified such that only the NP replacing the gap fully matched the pronoun in agreement features (to eliminate possible ambiguities as to the pronoun's reference). 10 The experiment included 24 sets of four conditions, manipulating the embedded structure (embedded that-clause vs. embedded wh-question), and the length of the dependency (matrix resolution vs. embedded resolution). As explained above, none of the conditions in fact presented an island structure, as the sentences did not include a filler-gap dependency, but rather a binding dependency between a pronoun in a sentence initial adjunct clause and an NP in the following main clause. The structure of the experimental conditions is given in (9), and examples are provided in Table 4 
Procedure
The questionnaire was built using Google Forms. Participants were instructed to rate the acceptability of the sentences on a 7-point scale, with 1 indicating that the sentence is not natural at all and 7 indicating a very natural sentence. The order of the items was randomly set for each subject.
Data analysis
Same as in previous experiments.
Results
The average transformed rating of grammatical filler items was 1.03 (SD = 0.75), fillers of intermediate acceptability were rated with a mean of −0.42 (SD = 0.76), and ungrammatical ones obtained a mean of −1.1 (SD = 1.1). Z-scores of the different conditions in Experiment 3 are available in Table 5 . A maximal linear mixed-effects model was fitted, with embedded clause type, dependency length, and their interaction as fixed effect predictors, and by-participants and by-items random intercepts and slopes for both fixed effects and their interactions. Due to convergence failure, the random slope with the smallest estimate value (slope of embedded clause type for the by-items random effect) was excluded.
The analysis revealed a main effect of dependency length (Estimate = −0.21, SE = 0.07, t = −2.82, p = .009), but no main effect of embedded clause type (Estimate = −0.05, SE = 0.06, t = −0.91, p = .37). Crucially, the interaction between the 10 Hebrew has grammatical agreement and thus makes it possible to specify the gender of each referent through its morphological form. We did not mark agreement on all NPs for readability, but the reader should bear in mind that NPs are not necessarily assigned their stereotypical gender. two factors was significant (Estimate = −0.26, SE = 0.12, t = −2.14, p = .04), due to a larger length effect in the embedded wh-question conditions. The superadditivity effect size, the DD score, in this experiment was 0.3. The results are plotted in Fig. 1C .
Discussion
Results of Experiment 3 revealed a significant super-additive effect in cataphora structures, which are not constrained by islands. The interaction between length and type of embedded clause was significant, and the DD score was positive (0.3) and close to the one found in Experiment 1 (0.46). This is to our knowledge the first superadditive effect identified in sentences which do not contain any filler-gap dependencies, and are undoubtedly structurally licit. We interpret this effect as stemming from interference to the maintenance process, which occurs when two items need to be kept active in working memory. Specifically, in the materials of Experiment 3, both the cataphoric pronoun and the filler of the embedded wh-question prompt an active search for the dependency's resolution site. Thus, both elicit maintenance costs, and the storage of one may interfere with the other. This cost can be observed only in the Embedded resolution | Wh-question condition, as only in this case the dependencies overlap.
The super-additive effect in Experiment 3 is therefore similar to the one exhibited when a filler is carried into an island structure. However, in the current case, the super-additivity cannot be attributed to unacceptability of the dependency, as binding relations are not subject to island constraints. We propose that the maintenance interference observed in Experiment 3 is also present in the processing of wh-islands, and may result in overestimation of the island effect. Specifically, we suspect that this effect might underlie a considerable portion of the super-additivity observed in the Hebrew wh-island structure (Experiment 1).
It should be mentioned that this interpretation of our results does not contrast with the findings of Yoshida et al. (2014) regarding the ability of the parser to resolve cataphoric dependencies inside islands. We suggest that crossing the wh-clause boundary is difficult for the parser in terms of interference, but not impossible. This creates a super-additivity effect in these structures, but does not lead to a processing breakdown. Namely, active dependency formation of the sort Yoshida and his colleagues observed is predicted to be costly but permitted. Several studies found that the parser is able to search for a resolution of a filler-gap dependency inside islands, if such resolution can be grammatically licensed (Keshev and Meltzer-Asscher 2017; Phillips 2006; Yoshida et al. 2014) . Interestingly, in view of these results, active gapfilling is predicted to also be available in Hebrew wh-islands.
To test our conjecture that the super-additivity in Hebrew wh-islands is due to interference to maintenance, we conducted Experiment 4, which includes wh-island structures for which maintenance and interference costs are minimized. If Hebrew wh-islands are grammatically illicit, super-additivity should still be observed, even when interference is eliminated. However, if processing factors are the only source of the super-additivity observed in Experiment 1, Experiment 4 should not reveal any super-additive effect.
Experiment 4: Subject extraction from wh-islands
The aim of this experiment was to minimize maintenance costs in the wh-island vs. non-island conditions, in order to test whether super-additivity emerges in extraction dependencies even in the absence of such costs. To this end, the embedded relativization site in Experiment 4 was located at the embedded subject position (10), rather than at the embedded object position as in Experiments 1 and 2. In this way, the distance over which the parser is required to maintain both fillers constitutes only the embedded clause border, as the first dependency is resolved immediately after it. To test whether other factors, unrelated to the island status of the structure, might still induce super-additivity in this configuration, we conducted a pre-test. Specifically, we investigated the possibility that interference to retrieval processes might also contribute to the super-additive effects in filler-gap dependencies, by applying Sprouse's factorial design to anaphoric binding dependencies in which the antecedent precedes the pronoun. These dependencies are assumed to encompass retrieval costs, but are not constrained by islands. The experiment was similar to Experiment 3, with the order of antecedent and pronoun interchanged. Results of this pre-test (32 participants with a mean age of 28.24) revealed a marginal interaction between dependency length and embedded clause type (Estimate = −0.17, SE = 0.09, t = −1.82, p = .08), with a small DD score of 0.17. It is possible that this reflects retrieval difficulty which may contribute to the super-additive effects in filler-gap dependencies. However, the pattern observed in this pre-test was unusual in that it seemed to suggest a preference for longer binding relations over short ones (in the embedded that-clause structures). We therefore find these results inconclusive. However, they do not rule out some contribution of retrieval difficulty to the super-additivity observed in Hebrew wh-islands.
For this reason, we chose to include in Experiment 4 additional binding conditions, in line with those used in this pre-test, to control for possible residual super-additivity attributed to retrieval costs. Namely, Experiment 4 manipulated not only the length of the dependency and the embedded clause type, like the previous experiments, but also dependency type-filler-gap dependency vs. anaphoric binding dependency. In this experimental design a reduction in acceptability induced by the grammatical island constraint itself, over and above the effects of the different processing factors, should be reflected in a three-way interaction. Namely, a super-additive effect of dependency length, embedded structure and dependency type would suggest a decrease in ratings which is brought about not only by length, complexity and retrieval interference factors, but by the grammatical islandhood of the Hebrew wh-island structure.
Methods
Participants
Fifty-six self-reported native Hebrew speakers, with a mean age of 23.62 (range: 19-29), who did not take part in Experiments 1-3, participated in this experiment. Twenty-three of the participants were bilingual, speaking Hebrew and either English, Russian, French, Portuguese or Amharic. The rest were monolingual Hebrew speakers. Participants received nominal payment or course credit for their participation in the study.
Materials
Materials were based on those used in the retrieval pre-test, with some modifications of agreement (to eliminate possible ambiguities as to the pronoun's reference in the relevant positions). The experiment included 24 sets of eight conditions, manipulating the length of the dependency (matrix resolution vs. embedded resolution), the occurrence of the island structure (embedded that-clause vs. embedded wh-clause), and the dependency type (extraction vs. binding). The structure of the experimental conditions is given in (11), and examples are provided in Table 6 . Experimental items were divided into eight lists in a Latin square design. Each list included, in addition, the same 36 filler items as in previous experiments. (11) It should be noted that conditions in this experiment differed in the dependency's tail type. Naturally, all binding conditions had a pronoun at the tail position. However, in the extraction conditions, gaps were used for matrix resolution sentences and RPs for embedded resolution ones.
As noted by Reinhart (1981) and Preminger (2010) among others, subject extraction from wh-islands is restricted even in Hebrew. This constraint is assumed to reflect mechanisms which do not apply in object extractions out of Hebrew wh-islands. Specifically, Preminger (2010) claims that subject extraction out of a wh-island violates the Minimal Link Condition (or any other comparable economy condition on movement), creating this superiority pattern in extractions out of Hebrew interrogatives. For English too, subject extraction from wh-islands were suggested to exhibit a violation beyond the constraints on movement present in object extractions, namely a violation of the Empty Category Principle (McDaniel and Cowart 1999) . Thus, if we were to use gaps in those dependencies, the (low) ratings would not necessarily reflect the wh-island effect, but rather ungrammaticality related to another violation. By using RPs, we hope to overcome this problem.
Importantly, we believe that the use of resumption should not eliminate the whisland effect predicted for these sentences. As we observed in Experiments 1 and 2, it is not the case that RPs increase the acceptability of wh-islands in Hebrew (as they do in certain other islands), given the very similar ratings of the island conditions with gaps and with RPs. Thus, we believe this does not present a substantial confound for our materials. Moving on to the other experimental conditions, the different distribution patterns of Hebrew RPs in different sentential positions should be considered. RPs are ruled out from the highest subject position (Sells 1984) , restricting the resolution of the matrix resolution conditions. Thus, we were not able to have full parallelism between the conditions. We chose to use RPs in the Embedded resolution | That-clause condition to maintain parallelism of this condition with the Embedded resolution | Wh-question condition. In Hebrew embedded subject positions are claimed to allow free variation between RPs and gaps (Sells 1984; Shlonsky 1992) . Note that in Experiments 1 and 2, the Embedded resolution | That-clause conditions did show a clear preference towards gap resolutions, in object position (replicating similar previous findings of Farby et al. 2010; Meltzer-Asscher et al. 2015) . One might suspect that a similar effect for embedded subject positions might confound the results of Experiment 4, namely that low ratings of the non-island condition (11b) would obscure a real island effect. To rule out this possibility, we conducted a pretest comparing RP and gap resolutions in subject positions of embedded that-clauses (44 participants of mean age 24.57). This pre-test failed to detect any difference between RPs and gaps (Z gap = −0.06; Z RP = −0.09, Estimate = −0.04, SE = 0.08, t = −0.47, p = .64). Thus, we can exclude the possibility that gaps are favored over RPs in subjects embedded in that-clauses to a degree which would eliminate superadditivity in Experiment 4. Disappearance of the super-additive island effect in this experiment can thus only be attributed to the reduced processing costs.
Procedure
The questionnaire was built using the Qualtrics survey software. Participants were instructed to rate the acceptability of the sentences on a 7-point scale, with 1 indicating that the sentence is not natural at all and 7 indicating a very natural sentence. Order of items was randomly set for each subject.
Data analysis
Same as in the previous experiments.
Results
The average transformed rating of grammatical filler items was 1.04 (SD = 0.66), fillers of intermediate acceptability were rated with a mean of −0.39 (SD = 0.82), and ungrammatical ones obtained a mean of −0.98 (SD = 0.61). Z-scores of the different conditions in the experiment are available in Table 7 .
A maximal linear mixed-effects model was fitted, including dependency length, embedded clause type, dependency type and their interactions as fixed effect predictors, as well as by-item and by-participant random intercepts and slopes of all fixed effects and their interactions. The analysis revealed a main effect for dependency length (Estimate = −0.31, SE = 0.04, t = −7.4, p < .001) such that sentences with matrix resolution positions were rated higher than those with embedded resolutions, and for dependency type (Estimate = −0.3, SE = 0.05, t = −5.56, p < .001), originating from higher acceptability of the binding dependencies relative to the extraction structures. In addition, the two-way interaction of dependency length and dependency type was significant (Estimate = −0.38, SE = 0.08, t = −4.81, p < .001), reflecting a larger length effect for extraction conditions. The interaction of the three factors was not significant (Estimate = 0.11, SE = 0.17, t = 0.65, p = .52), nor were the other two-way interactions.
To explore the acceptability patterns in each dependency type, two additional maximal linear mixed-effects models were fitted, one for each dependency type. These models included dependency length, embedded clause type and their interaction as fixed effect predictors, and by-participant and by-item random intercepts and slopes (for both fixed effects and their interaction). Analysis of the extraction conditions revealed a main effect of dependency length, such that matrix tail positions were rated higher than embedded ones (Estimate = −0.5, SE = 0.07, t = −6.85, p < .001). No main effect for embedded clause type was found (Estimate = −0.05, SE = 0.06, t = −0.77, p = .45). The interaction of the two factors also was non-significant (Estimate = −0.06, SE = 0.13, t = −0.42, p = .7). The super-additivity effect size, the DD score, was 0.05 for the extraction conditions. Panel D in Fig. 1 plots these conditions.
The analysis of the binding conditions also revealed a main effect of length, such that matrix tail positions were rated higher than embedded ones (Estimate = −0.12, SE = 0.05, t = −2.14, p = .03). There was no effect for embedded clause type (Estimate = −0.1, SE = 0.06, t = 1.62, p = .12) and no interaction between the two factors (Estimate = −0.11, SE = 0.11, t = −0.97, p = .34), with a DD score of 0.12. Panel E in Fig. 1 plots these conditions. To further investigate the interaction which we observed between dependency length and dependency type, we conducted pairwise comparisons between the matrix and embedded versions in the non-island structures of each dependency type (i.e. (11b) vs. (11a), and (11f) vs. (11e)). We focus on the differences in the non-island sentences since we believe this to be an unbiased indicator of length effects (independent of possible confounds involved in embedded island structures). This analysis revealed that a distance effect (namely higher ratings of shorter dependencies relative to longer ones) was present only in extraction conditions (Estimate = 0.48, SE = 0.09, t = 5.25 p < .001) but not in binding conditions (Estimate = 0.06, SE = 0.08, t = 0.75, p = .46).
Discussion
Experiment 4 revealed several interesting results. First and foremost, no superadditive effect of dependency length and embedded clause type was found in this experiment for the extraction conditions. Namely, when the extraction dependency resolved at the embedded subject, no island effect was observed. This contrasts with the findings from Experiment 1, namely the super-additive island effect observed when the dependency resolved at the embedded object. The contrast between the experiments suggests that processing costs which underlie the super-additive effect observed in Experiment 1 are specifically related to the maintenance of two fillers over the intervening embedded subject.
It may be suggested that the use of RPs in the wh-islands in Experiment 4 underlies the difference between the experiments, since dependencies with gaps and RPs might be grammatically licensed differently, and may require different parsing processes. However, we believe that these differences are minor at best. First, the grammatical structure underlying dependencies with obligatory RPs in Hebrew was suggested to align with that of gap dependencies, and to exhibit reconstruction effects (Sichel 2014) . As gaps are assumed to be prohibited from the subject position of a wh-island (based on restrictions unrelated to the island constraint, e.g. Preminger 2010), obligatory RPs in Experiment 4 should be licensed by the same grammatical principles as gaps. Moreover, it was exhibited that the processing of Hebrew island dependencies resolved by RPs utilizes an active dependency formation strategy (Keshev and Meltzer-Asscher 2017) , and thus proceeds on a par with that of non-island dependencies with gaps. This suggests that the subject RPs in the wh-islands used in Experiment 4 involve the same parsing processes as gaps do.
In addition, Experiment 4 revealed no significant difference between the superadditivity of the two dependency types, with a non-significant three-way interaction. As the extraction dependencies in the experiment did not differ from dependencies which are not restricted by islands (i.e. binding dependencies), this also suggests that in the case of embedded subject resolution, extraction dependencies do not exhibit any grammatical island constraint. In terms of the grammar, the island status of whisland structures with embedded subject and embedded object resolution should be the same, since structurally both these positions are beyond the island barrier. Thus, the lack of an island effect in Experiment 4 aligns with the hypothesis that processing factors, and specifically maintenance costs, which are mitigated in the embedded subject position, underlie the super-additivity observed in Hebrew wh-islands in Experiment 1. 11
Distance effects
One factor did seem to vary between binding and extraction dependencies. Interestingly, the results of Experiment 4 revealed that the length effect (matrix vs. embedded resolution) was more pronounced in extractions, relative to binding dependencies. Although in the extraction conditions of this experiment (as in Experiments 1 and 2), lower ratings were observed for sentences with embedded resolution sites relative to those with matrix resolution, increasing the distance between the antecedent and the pronoun that refers back to it did not seem to significantly affect sentence acceptability in the binding conditions.
The decline in length effects for these binding dependencies might be related to reduced working memory load in these structures relative to the maintenance costs of extraction. As mentioned earlier, active maintenance is assumed to be present in the processing of filler-gap dependencies (Frazier 1987; Gibson 1998; Wanner and Maratsos 1978) . However, there is no reason to assume maintenance of the antecedent in processing binding relations of the type used in Experiment 4, since the occurrence of the pronoun is neither obligatory nor predictable, and the existence of a dependency cannot be established prior to identifying the pronoun.
Alternatively, the differential sensitivity of extraction and binding dependencies to the increasing distance could be related to information structure properties. Describing the pragmatic discourse function of a relative clause, Kuno (1976:420) postulated that it "must be a statement about its head noun." In accordance with this observation, pragmatic analyses of a wide range of phenomena related to fillergap dependencies, mainly island constraints (Deane 1991; Erteschik-Shir 1973; Goldberg 2006; Kuno 1976; van Valin 1996) , assume that extraction sites which are not a potential focus domain are unacceptable. The pragmatic preference for gaps positioned in discourse-prominent slots might also be reflected in gradient acceptability within the grammatical cases of extraction. Namely, it can be suggested that although embedded gap positions are acceptable, they are inferior in acceptability (on discourse function grounds) to corresponding matrix extraction sentences. In contrast, bound pronouns are perhaps not as inclined to favor discourse-prominent slots, and thus might not be as vulnerable to the distance effect. 12 12 In this context, it might be interesting to consider the results of Experiment 3. Cataphora dependencies in that experiment encompass maintenance costs, but the antecedents in these dependencies do not exhibit a preference to discourse-prominent positions as in extraction dependencies. Therefore, an analysis of the length effect in Experiment 3 might contribute to this discussion. We conducted two pairwise comparisons between the matrix and embedded resolution conditions, one for embedded that-clause structures and one for embedded wh-questions. This analysis revealed a significant difference only for the wh-question conditions (Estimate = 0.34, SE = 0.1, t = 3.5, p = .002), with no effect in that-clause sentences (Estimate = 0.08, SE = 0.09, t = 0.87, p = .4). Namely, the main effect of length detected in Experiment 3 was driven by the decreased ratings of the Embedded resolution | Wh-question condition, and was an indirect result of the observed interaction. This might provide some support for the information-structure based account.
General discussion
Summary of the findings
Observations originating in theoretical linguistics have suggested that different languages behave differently with regard to acceptability of wh-island structures (Rizzi 1982; Sportiche 1981; Torrego 1984) . In recent years, a renewed interested in crosslinguistic variations in island effects, was inspired based on Sprouse and his colleagues' empirical test for islandhood. This paradigm is based on observing a superadditive effect of dependency length (matrix vs. embedded resolution) and embedded structure (that-clause vs. wh-clause) in acceptability judgments experiments. In contrast to previous observations, many of these new experimental studies detected a super-additive wh-island effect, even in those languages which were previously thought to be immune to this effect (Almeida 2014; Kush et al. 2017; Sprouse et al. 2016 ). This promoted further discussion regarding the nature of crosslinguistic variation in island effects, and the evasive nature of grammatical constraints on filler-gap dependencies.
Using Sprouse and his colleagues' super-additivity design, in Experiments 1 and 2 we tested for the super-additive wh-island effect in Hebrew sentences with either a gap (Experiment 1) or a resumptive pronoun (Experiment 2). Results revealed a super-additive effect in the gap version, in contrast with the observation that these structures do not constitute an island in Hebrew (Reinhart 1981) . However, the acceptability ratings of the island conditions (in both the RP and gap versions) contrasted with ratings of this structure in wh-island-sensitive languages (e.g. English) and with those of ungrammatical filler items in our experiments. In fact, the ratings aligned with the ratings of wh-islands in languages which do not exhibit the effect (Slovenian) and with those of our intermediate-acceptability fillers.
We hypothesized that these subliminal island effects might reflect processing costs which are not controlled for in the original super-additivity paradigm. Specifically, we suspected that an additional factor may engender difficulty in the island condition, namely interference caused by the embedded wh-phrase, which may increase maintenance (Gibson 1998; Wanner and Maratsos 1978) costs. To test the role played by maintenance interference in the super-additivity effect, Experiment 3 applied Sprouse and his colleagues' design to dependencies that involve similar processing costs but are not constrained by islands, that is, binding relations. This experiment utilized the active search for a referent which occurs in cataphora dependencies (Kazanina et al. 2007; van Gompel and Liversedge 2003) to mimic the maintenance costs present in filler-gap dependencies. The results of this experiment revealed a super-additive effect similar to the one observed for filler-gap dependencies. This suggests that superadditivity in island structures which include a second filler (wh-islands, in this case), can arise from processing difficulty, and specifically interference in maintenance processes, even when no grammatical island constraint applies.
If indeed these costs induce the super-additivity observed in wh-island extractions, the effect should disappear when maintenance interference is minimized. To test this possibility, in Experiment 4 we placed the embedded resolution site in subject position, rather than in object position. We assume that this minimizes maintenance costs, since the two fillers need not be maintained over the intervening embedded subject. When the distance between the second filler and the dependency's tail was minimized in this way, we no longer found a super-additive effect in extraction dependencies. Hence, the results obtained in Experiment 4 suggest that much of the super-additive effect found in Hebrew wh-island structures is accounted for by increased maintenance costs. Based on these results, we suggest that super-additivity tests of wh-islands involve processing confounds and thus do not necessarily diagnose a grammatical constraint. In addition, these findings also reinforce the suggestion that Hebrew lacks a grammatical wh-island constraint, in line with previous observations (Reinhart 1981; Preminger 2010) .
Reevaluating the super-additivity paradigm
As explained above, we take the results presented here as evidence that the superadditivity found in Hebrew wh-islands is induced by increased processing costs related to interference between the two fillers in this structure, rather than by ungrammaticality of the island structure. Specifically, we propose that interference to the maintenance process is the primary factor contributing to decreased acceptability of these structures. This is exhibited in this study both by significant super-additivity in cases in which active maintenance of two items was required (in filler-gap dependencies in Experiment 1; in cataphora relations which are not sensitive to island constraints in Experiment 3), and by the reduction or elimination (in filler-gap dependencies with an embedded subject resolution in Experiment 4) of the super-additivity when maintenance was decreased. These processing confounds challenge the notion that super-additivity is an indicator for ungrammaticality of wh-islands.
Given this, in order to take into account these confounding processing factors, the super-additivity paradigm should be used with the fine-tuning we presented here, namely: (i) Including embedded subjects as resolution positions, if possible; (ii) Employment of binding relations and cataphora dependencies (which are not constrained by islands). These provide the researcher with baseline manipulations which would indicate if super-additivity in the relevant structure and/or language can arise from processing costs alone. We believe that with this careful design, more accurate conclusions can be drawn.
Importantly, some structures might have been wrongfully identified as islands (or as violating an alternative grammatical constraint), using the original superadditivity paradigm, due to these confounding factors. The reduction in acceptability induced by interference to maintenance processes, when increased distance interacts with the existence of a second filler, may underlie super-additive island effects in languages like Italian, Brazilian Portuguese, Swedish and Norwegian. These languages reveal significant super-additivity in wh-island structures (Almeida 2014; Kush et al. 2017 Kush et al. , 2015 Sprouse et al. 2016 ), although they were thought to be grammatically immune to this island effect. It would be interesting to test the persistence of the super-additive effects in these languages in the face of our manipulations. In addition, the consequences of the fine-tuning of the super-additivity manipulation suggested in this study could also be tested for islands that are undoubtedly judged as unacceptable, including wh-islands in other languages (e.g. English). 13 However, we would like to stress that the manipulations suggested here to amend the super-additivity design are relevant only for certain specific island structures. The additional processing difficulties, we assume, depend on the introduction of a second filler in the structure. This constituent is the sole source of the problematic interference we identified in this study. Most other islands do not involve such elements which require active maintenance or present many overlapping features with the first filler. Therefore, only observations regarding the wh-island and RC-island structures (which also include a second filler) require re-evaluation. Other island structures (adjuncts, subjects, complex NP with sentential complements etc.) are not predicted to include any interference costs in the first place, rendering super-additivity results in these cases robust.
It should also be noted that these results should not be taken to suggest that experimental syntax methods are inherently flawed. Processing costs affect acceptability formal and informal judgments. Therefore, we believe that the interpretation acceptability data should also rely on a psycholinguistic analysis of the sentence structure. The best candidate for accomplishing such fine-grained and closely controlled judgments is a meticulously designed acceptability judgments experiment.
Consequences for reductionist accounts of island phenomena
Over the years, there have been several attempts to account for island constraints as a consequence of insurmountable processing difficulty associated with the highly complex structure of these configurations. Such approaches could suggest that the confounding factors we identified here are not issues of experimental design, but reflect the actual processing-based source of the wh-island. In what follows, we discuss the implications of our results for different reductionist approaches. Kluender and Kutas (1993; see also Kluender 1998 ) presented a processing-based account of islandhood which targets mainly the wh-and RC-islands, stressing the cost of carrying a filler across clause boundaries necessitating heavy referential/lexical processing. The authors hypothesized that when processing load pushes the working memory system beyond its maximum, a breakdown leads to a scaling back of the total activation of items in working memory. This in turn can lead to a loss of the filler's representation and to the structure being registered as "ungrammatical." Although this suggestion correctly predicts a super-additive breakdown in acceptability in wh-islands, the results of Experiment 4 are puzzling, under such an account. Since 13 In future research, it might be also interesting to compare cases within Hebrew which were argued to exhibit weaker (i) and stronger (ii) wh-island effects (Preminger 2010 the approach focuses on overload upon entering the island (i.e. the embedded clause), it would suggest that no extraction can cross this boundary. This approach assumes that super-additive island effects are associated with the processing breakdown which occurs on the second filler itself. Thus, it predicts that even when resolving in embedded subject positions, wh-islands should exhibit super-additivity. The results of Experiment 4, however, show no super-additive effect in these cases.
Hofmeister and Sag (2010) present a different processing analysis of island constraints. They claim that graded acceptability effects which arise with slight modifications to the same island show that several processing factors take part in determining the grammatical status of an island structure. They further suggest that what looks like cross-linguistic grammatical variation is actually a variation between the specific examples used in the literature for these languages, and between processing costs manifested in different languages. Unlike Kluender and Kutas (1993) , Hofmeister and Sag do not assume that processing load results in a parsing breakdown interpreted as ungrammaticality. Instead they propose that every additional processing difficulty reduces acceptability. Our results are in line with the hypothesis that what seems like island effects can be caused by an additive effect of different processing factors.
However, our conclusions diverge from those of Hofmeister and Sag. First, we see no reason to believe that the Hebrew wh-island structure incorporates less processing load than its counterpart in English, for example. What then could lead to the traditional observation of cross-linguistic variation in acceptability? We believe that the fact that we observe significant processing costs within Hebrew acceptable whislands, challenges the suggestion that the cross-linguistic variation is due to elimination of processing difficulties. We rather think that there are indeed underlying grammatical differences between languages which determine the status of wh-islands (as in e.g. Preminger 2010 ). In line with this, we suspect that in contrast to the Hebrew case, in languages where wh-islands are believed to be unacceptable, like English, the island effect will not be eliminated even when interference is minimized. In other words, while it may very well be the case that the relatively small super-additive effect observed for Hebrew wh-islands can be explained away by processing factors, in languages such as English, a super-additive effect will persist even after factoring out the additional processing costs. If indeed it would be found that this is the case, this would signal a true grammatical constraint in English which is lacking in Hebrew.
To sum up, we take islandhood to be a grammatical constraint on extraction. We suggest that the uniformity observed in super-additivity experiments regarding whislandhood is a result of confounding processing costs which mask the underlying cross-linguistic variation in the grammatical status of wh-island structures. Since when processing costs are peeled off, the cross-linguistic variation (which over the years was reported in informal judgments) can be observed, we believe this reflects differences in the grammatical structure, or in constraint conditions, across languages.
The information structure of islands
Another type of account of island constraints is worth discussing in the context of the current set of experiments. Over the years, several islands were suggested to reflect pragmatic violations, such as exhibiting extraction from presupposed or other non-focused domains. These include the coordinate structure constraint (Deane 1991; Kuno 1976) , RC islands (Goldberg 2006; Kuno 1976) , if-clause adjuncts (Kuno 1976) , sentential subject islands (Erteschik-Shir 1973; Goldberg 2006) , complements of manner-of-speaking verbs (Goldberg 2006) , temporal adjuncts ( van Valin 1996) and more. This approach is supported by cases of island structures which are nonetheless perfectly acceptable due to their pragmatic characteristics. For example, Kuno suggested that the graded acceptability of the RC islands in (12) is explained by the degree of richness of the underlined clauses' semantic content. He claimed that the more transparent the semantic content is, the easier it is to interpret the sentence as a statement about the filler (the child in 12). (12) a. This is the child who there is nobody who is willing to accept __. b. ?This is the child who I know a family which is willing to accept __. c. *This is the child who John married a girl who disliked __. (Kuno 1976) As additional evidence for this functional view, researchers point out that some non-extraction structures, for example a "speaking of" phrase (13), seem to also be somewhat affected by island constraints (Goldberg 2006; Kuno 1976) . (13) ??Speaking of violence, Snead is an Englishman who condones it. (Kuno 1976) This pragmatic account of islands is in line with our results regarding the elimination of distance effects in binding sentences (although, as explained above, this result can also be interpreted as reflecting reduced maintenance costs in this structure). It is likely that the more embedded a constituent is, the less prominent it is in the sentence, affecting only the extraction conditions and not the binding sentences. However, the explanation for super-additivity effects is less straightforward under this account. Specifically, it is not clear whether and how the effect of dependency length should interact with embedded clause type. Namely, this account requires further explanations as to why an embedded question is dispreferred pragmatically as an extraction site relative to an embedded declarative clause, and why this would pattern differently when distance is slightly decreased (as in Experiment 4). Nevertheless, it might be interesting to compare binding dependencies in which the antecedent does not favor discourse-prominent slots (as in our binding conditions) and sentences in which the binder does exhibit such a preference (e.g. in "speaking of" structures). These comparisons might shed light on differences in distance effects and super-additivity of different dependencies, thus enabling further fine-tuning of the super-additivity paradigm.
The case of Slovenian wh-islands
One issue which still requires some explanation is the lack of a wh-island effect in Slovenian (Stepanov et al. 2018) . In that study, wh-islands resolving in the embedded object position did not exhibit a super-additive effect, and interestingly, those resolving in embedded subject position revealed a significant sub-additive effect (i.e. were rated higher than predicted by reductions related to the length and embedded structure). These results are puzzling given that processing costs are seemingly less dependent on the grammar of a specific language, and thus are most naturally treated as universal. There are two possible directions for confronting this puzzle. One possibility is that some yet-unidentified idiosyncratic characteristics of Slovenian reduce the relevant processing difficulties by navigating the parser to less costly parsing strategies. Alternatively, it is possible that the processing costs associated with maintenance of the two fillers are present in Slovenian and affect the acceptability pattern, but the basic grammatical status of the island is sub-additive. Namely, it is possible that the pattern predicted purely by the grammar is the one observed in the embedded subject version in Slovenian. Interference, which reduces the acceptability of the wh-island condition, eliminates this sub-additivity and produces the null effect reported for the embedded object resolution version.
Implications for the processing of filler-gap dependencies
Finally, our experiments also shed light on the maintenance mechanisms and costs involved in the processing of filler-gap dependencies. Much research has demonstrated that filler-gap dependencies are actively resolved (Stowe 1986; Traxler and Pickering 1996 ; see review in Phillips and Wagers 2007) and that some information relevant to the dependency's resolution is actively maintained by the parser during processing (Chen et al. 2005; Stepanov and Stateva 2015; Phillips et al. 2005) . However, it is not yet clear exactly what type of information is maintained. Some authors (e.g. Gibson 2000) have hypothesized that the parser only holds a prediction for the type of syntactic head required to resolve the dependency grammatically (verb prediction). Others (e.g. Wagers and Phillips 2014) have proposed that the maintained information includes some features of the displaced element, e.g. its lexical category (filler maintenance).
Our results provide indirect support for the filler maintenance hypothesis, since the maintenance of a second filler was found to reduce acceptability ratings, (as exhibited in the super-additive interaction in Experiment 1), although the second filler was an adjunct wh-phrase. Note that in these cases, the gap corresponding to the relative head and that corresponding to the second, adjunct wh-phrase can both be accommodated by one verb. Under the verb prediction hypothesis, the same amount of information, namely a prediction for one verb, is maintained in each case. Therefore, this hypothesis predicts that processing load should not increase with the occurrence of the second filler. However, if the maintained information includes some properties of the filler, memory costs should be elevated upon encountering the embedded wh-phrase. This is due to the current requirement for maintenance of two fillers, which causes the working memory interference we observed.
Conclusions
The results reported in this paper suggest that, at least in the case of wh-islands, a more fine-grained implementation of the super-additivity paradigm is required in order to isolate the purely grammatical island effect from independent processing costs. We argue that subliminal wh-island effects we observed in Hebrew, and conceivably previously detected ones, reflect these processing costs rather than underling grammatical issue. We presented a modified version of the super-additivity paradigm which allows controlling for these possible confounds. This includes the use of binding relations as cases reflecting processing costs alone, and a manipulation of the position of the embedded resolution of the dependency which reduces processing difficulties. Each of these manipulations allows the examining of the differences between cases which possibly include both interference processes and grammatical constraints (island structures) with conditions in which only one of these is observed (only grammatical island constraints in embedded subject position resolutions, or only processing factors in cataphoric binding). Thus, each manipulation can be used in future research to test whether observed super-additive wh-island effects truly diagnose a grammatical constraint. Whether one believes that island phenomena can be reduced to processing considerations or whether one simply wants to avoid confounds in testing the grammatical status of islands, this study reinforces the importance of considering processing models when interpreting linguistic data. Note. The wh-island conditions are shaded in grey. Note. The wh-island conditions are shaded in grey.
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